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Background
Inflation swaps are an important tool for fixed income market 
participants. According to a recent Bank of England blog post  
inflation swaps are, 

“… like the crystal ball of inflation expectations, allowing traders 
to hedge against inflation risk and giving us a peek into the 
minds of market participants.”

Most inflation swap contracts take the form of zero coupon 
swaps (also known as breakeven Inflation swaps).  These are 
used by a variety of different financial institutions, including 
pension funds and liability driven investors, hedge funds and 
insurance companies. Their key feature is that they allow users to 
gain exposure to changes in the expected future inflation rate.

Index description
The Parameta Solutions UK RPI Breakeven Inflation Swap (UKR 
BISM) indices aim to provide market participants with a family of 
indices tracking the performance of a monthly rolling strategy 

investing in inflation swaps of different tenors linked to the UK 
RPI inflation index. Each index replicates the performance of 
the strategy for the specified index tenor. Each month-end, the 
strategy invests in an inflation swap of the specified tenor at the 
prevailing swap rate and holds the swap for a month. During the 
month the swap is marked to market and at the end of the month,  
the strategy unwinds the swap and institutes a new swap at the 
specified tenor.  The UKR BISM indices are excess return indices 
reflecting the performance of the swap only.  

Index Objective and Key Features:
• The objective of each index is to provide a measure of the 

excess return of a monthly rolling strategy investing in an UK 
RPI linked breakeven inflation swap of a specified tenor.

• Breakeven inflation swaps provide exposure to market inflation 
expectations.

• BISM indices can be used as components in quant investment 
strategies and indices, custom liability indices and custom 
inflation swap overlays for real money investors.

1.  https://bankunderground.co.uk/2023/09/06/decoding-the-market-for-inflation-risk/
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UK RPI Breakeven Inflation 
Swap Indices
Parameta Solutions UK RPI Breakeven Inflation Swap Indices (UKR BISM) aim to provide 
market participants with a family of indices tracking the performance of a monthly rolling 
strategy investing in inflation swaps of different tenors.

Recent History of selected tenors of the UKR BISM Excess Return Indices:

https://bankunderground.co.uk/2023/09/06/decoding-the-market-for-inflation-risk/


Indices Available:

Indices are available for the following swap tenors directly from 
Parameta Solution. Indices can also be viewed on Bloomberg 
using the tickers below or from page PMET.

Additional Information

• The price source for the UKR BISM indices is the ICAP EMEA 
Inflation Desk

• A business day for UKR BISM means a day on which banks are 
open in the UK and the ICAP Inflation Desk publishes prices; the 
indices are published at or around 5PM UK time based on closing 
prices as at 4.15PM

• UKR BISM inception date is 31st December, 2014;  the indices 
have been rebased to 100 as of end November 2023.

Index GBR 2Yr BISM ER Index GBR 5Yr BISM ER Index GBR 10Yr BISM ER Index

Performance Statistics Since Inception

Annualised Excess Return 1.2% 1.4% 1.9%

Annualised Risk 2.3% 3.4% 5.2%

Sharpe Ratio 0.5 0.4 0.4

Worst Monthly Excess Return -2.0% -2.2% -3.9%

Best Monthly Excess Return 3.5% 4.3% 5.4%

Max Drawdown 5.1% 6.7% 9.0%

Performance Statistics Last 5 Years

Annualised Excess Return 2.4% 2.7% 3.5%

Annualised Risk 2.9% 4.1% 5.8%

Sharpe Ratio 0.8 0.7 0.6

Worst Monthly Excess Return -2.0% -2.2% -3.5%

Best Monthly Excess Return 3.5% 4.3% 5.4%

Selected Annual Excess Returns

2021 6.4% 9.1% 13.7%

2022 10.8% 9.9% 10.1%

2023 -0.7% -0.9% -1.5%

Q1 2024 (Annualised) 0.3% 2.4% 5.2%

Source: Parameta Solutions

Index Statistics as of 31st March 2024
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Tenor Index Ticker

1Yr PS 01Y GBR BISI ER PSISR01E

2Yr PS 02Y GBR BISI ER PSISR02E

3Yr PS 03Y GBR BISI ER PSISR03E

4Yr PS 04Y GBR BISI ER PSISR04E

5Yr PS 05Y GBR BISI ER PSISR05E

6Yr PS 06Y GBR BISI ER PSISR06E

7Yr PS 07Y GBR BISI ER PSISR07E

8Yr PS 08Y  GBR BISI ER PSISR08E

9Yr PS 09Y GBR BISI ER PSISR09E

10Yr PS 10Y GBR BISI ER PSISR10E

12Yr PS 12Y GBR BISI ER PSISR12E

Tenor Index Ticker

15Yr PS 15Y GBR BISI ER PSISR15E

20Yr PS 20Y GBR BISI ER PSISR20E

25Yr PS 25Y GBR BISI ER PSISR25E

30Yr PS 30Y GBR BISI ER PSISR30E

35Yr PS 35Y GBR BISI ER PSISR35E

40Yr PS 40Y GBR BISI ER PSISR40E

45Yr PS 45Y GBR BISI ER PSISR45E

50Yr PS 50Y GBR BISI ER PSISR50E

55Yr PS 55Y GBR BISI ER PSISR55E

60Yr PS 60Y GBR BISI ER PSISR60E
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Get in touch
For further information, please visit us at:  www.parametasolutions.com

Sales:   findoutmore@parametasolutions.com
Support:  operations@parametasolutions.com

Disclaimer
This communication and all information contained in or attached to it (including, but not limited to market prices/levels and market commentary) (the “Information”) is for informational purposes only, 
is confidential, may be legally privileged and is the intellectual property of one of the companies of TP ICAP plc group (“TP ICAP”) or third parties. The Information is directed to Eligible Counterparties 
and Professional Customers only and is not intended for Retail Clients (as each term is defined by the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority or equivalent). The Information is not, and should not be 
construed as, an offer, bid, recommendation or solicitation in relation to any financial instrument or investment or to participate in any particular trading strategy. The Information is not to be relied upon 
and is not warranted, including, but not limited, as to completeness, timeliness or accuracy and is subject to change without notice. All representations and warranties are expressly disclaimed. Access 
to the Information by anyone other than the intended recipient is unauthorised and any disclosure, copying or redistribution is prohibited. The Information and any opinions expressed within it are not to 
be relied upon as authoritative, or taken in substitution for seeking your own advice or the exercise of your own commercial judgment. The Information has no regard to specific investment objectives and 
does not comprise investment advice. The Information is not, and should not be construed as, an offer or solicitation to bid, sell or buy any product, investment, security or any other financial instrument. 
TP ICAP does not promote any of the contents of the Information. TP ICAP does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or correctness of the 
Information, which is subject to change without notice. TP ICAP does not accept any responsibility or liability for any direct or indirect loss or damage, howsoever caused, arising from or in connection 
with the Information. In no circumstances may the products referred to herein be used for any purpose that would cause it to become a benchmark for the purposes of (a) the Regulation (EU) 2016/1011, 
(b) the UK version of Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 as on shored via the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (the “UK Benchmarks Regulation”) (c) other applicable benchmark regulation and/or (d) the 
IOSCO Principles for Financial Benchmarks in each case together with the relevant technical standards, whether by the products referred to being referenced in a financial instrument, financial contract 
or investment fund or otherwise. (“Prohibited Use”). The terms of this disclaimer are governed by the laws of England and Wales. For further regulatory information and our terms of business, please see 
www.tpicap.com. ©TPICAP 2024
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